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IJESUS' TEACHINGS CONCERNING- THE KINGDOM
OF G-OD IN PARABLE
Introduction
^1 The parable and the writer* s purpose
The parables of Jesus have long appealed to the writer
as a iruitl'ul rleld or investigation. They present a phase of
Jesus' teaching that is by no means trivial. At the same time
the greatness of the parables affords as not a small glimpse of
the caliber of the Master. The parables are rich in the teach-
ings of Jesus, so that to know something about then is to give
one not a small part of the truths that Jesus taught. However,
the purpose of this thesis is not to make a general study of
the parables of our Lord. The purpose is to study the parables
with the view or learning from them what they have to say con-
cerning Jesus' teachings of the kingdom of God. Hence, it is
the kingdom phase as it is to be round in the parables that we
shall examine. This means that not all the parables of Jesus
will be considered ror not all deal witn the kingdom of God.
It also leans that our subject will not take us into Jesus'
teachings elsewhere concerning the kingdom, but we shall limit
ourselves strictly to the parables alone.
While the oroblem in the thesis Is to study the king-
dom of God as round in parable, we must prepare the way for thin
by an examination of what the parable is. For there has been
so much misunderstanding of the parable and its nature and in-
terpretation that wrong interpretations have been made or Jesus'
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teachings In the paraoles. Thererore In this introduction we
shall maie a comprehensive study or the parable itself in order
that we may correctly Interpret Jesus' teachings on the king-
dom of 3od as we rind them in paraDle.
••
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#2 Definition or the word parable
In examining the paraole critically we need first
or all "co define it. Stymologically the word parable is from
the j-ree.-v word paraoallein, meaning "to throw beside" /'to set
3ide by side". While this does not tell us a great deal, we
are limiting our use 01 the word in this thesis to that type
or literature that is round in the Bible. It is essential
that we distinguish the parable rrom certain figures of speech
especially the allegory. In the Hebrew we iind one word for
the terms parable and proverb. Paraoles, however, are essent-
ially expanded or lengthened similes. As one readily observes
many parables begin with the words "the kingdom of Heaven is
or something
liie". The paraole is a plac ing^alohgs ide something else
I or the sa^e or comparison, ror the sake or making a meaning
clearer. "'Paraole* 13, therefore, most properly applied to
a story or 3ome ramlllar or, at least, intelligible incident
which serves by comparison or contrast to illustrate some
truth less familiar or less readily understood and aporeci-
ated"
.
1 It is possible to regard the simile and the metaohor
as paraoles, at least in germ. This we iind at times in the
New Testament. When Jesus said that a house divided against
ltseli could not stand, ilar^ says he was speaking in parable,
5\2t>ii. Likewise Luke, p:^b £ o:^9, writing or Jesus' words
on the patching 01 old garments, and or the blind leading the
^Wood, Abingdon C ommentary ,p . 914-
1
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blind, speaks or these as parables. In other words, compari-
sons such as shown above do not necessarily need to "be made
stories. As a rule the parable is a story; but it does not
have to be. The likeness or simile and parable is in their be-
ing built on a single unit or comparison. 2
The metaphor is a rigure oi* speech that implies a
comparison, altnough it does not expressly state it. lietaohors
rest on comparison and In this broader sense may be considered
as parables. An example or this is seen in Marie 7:17 Jesus
says that it is not what goes into a man that defiles him; it
is what comes out. Compare also Matthew lb: lb, where he deals
with the same situation, and Luice 4:23, where Jesus quotes the
proverb, "Physician heal thyself". In John 16:29, a different
jreek word is us 3d, namely, paroimia, with the idea of enigma
or riddle.
Yfhlle the simile and the metaphor have this assoc
iation with and relationship to the parable, the latter is very
dirrerent rrom tne table and the allegory and should not be confl-
iused with them. It is not dirricult to distinguish between
rable and parable, but lor centuries there was the contusion
or treating the parable? a3 allegories. In the fable, animals
oalxi, have tne reelings or human oeings, and are responsive in
the same ways that men are. This is never to be found in Lhe
paraole. The parable almost invariably rollows natural law and
truth in every respect. "The parable is constructed to set
^Lowstuter, Question List on the Teachings or Jesus
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forth a truth spiritual and heavenly: this the Table does not
do The laole just reaches that pitch or morality which
the world will anaerstand and approve".^ On the other hand to
point out and
-co see and to recognize the differences be-
tween the parable and the allegory is not so easy. In the past
It has deen the vogue to treat many of the parables as allegor-
ies. The two types are similar In that they seei to explain
the unfamiliar by the rauiliar, to show an ethical or spirit-
ual truth by comparison with something similar in nature or hu-
man nature, or in daily life. There Is, however, to the par-
able a realism that the allegory does not have. The allegory
requires a key to understand It; the parable is a story whose
truth generally speaking is immediately evident. The important
fact to remember is that the parable always has one crreat point
to bring out. There may oe lesser points that tend to
coniuse the listener, but If this is known, he will give his
attention to getting the one central truth. The lesser truths
can oe ta.^en care or as such. "The allegory is a succession of
metaphors or points or resemolance which must have connection
with one another, and each one or which must be interpreted".
Some or Jesus' parables approach the allegory in type; ror ex-
ample, see the Parable oi The Good Shepherd, or the Parable of
The Sheepiold, both or which are round in The Gospel or John.
^Trench, !Totes on the Parable s ,o . 10
4Lowstuter, Question List

#3 The nature or a paraDle
In order that we may understand the paraDle more
clearly and grasp the truths In the parables concerning the
kingdom or G-od, we shall expand upon what has gone before and
examine the nature or the parable, especially as Jesus used it.
We narrow the subject down to s ying that as a rule Jesus' par-
aDles gre similes that have been expanded. This is true or
mo3t 01 Jesu3' parables. They are stories in which two realms,
two truths, one less well known, are laid side by side. The
rcingdom or Heaven is like like a grain or mustard seed, like
a king, like unto leaven, the kingdom of Heaven is like
these, but or course these comparisons are strictly and com-
pletely qualiried: "the kingdom 01 Heaven is like unto a trea-
sure hidden in the iield; which a man round, and hid; and in
his joy he goeth and selleth all that he hath, and buyeth that
rield" ,'lz . 13:^. The parable here is used to describe the less
iamlliar by .leans 01 the known or the selr-evident
.
The parable is essentially didactic in rorm. This
is an underlying part or its nature. By the very fact that it
compares two things, one unknown or less familiar, it is un-
avoidable that the listener or reader learns and acquires in-
iormatlon concerning the central aspect or the story. It is
not to be thought that within the individual parable the truths
round are 01 relatively equal value. This is not so. In gen-
eral and as a rule, the parable teaches one specific central
truth. There is one smashing idea to be sought In every par-
••
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able. For example the Parable 01 The bustard Seed teaches the
expansive growth and power or the kingdom or G-od. At the same
time this does not mean that, there is only one lesson to be
learned irom each parable. The books that have been written on
Lhe paraoles show how much homiletic material they contain.
There may De several subordinate truths taught by the p?rables,
or rrom them several moral iacts may be interred, ror it is
"pare 01 the reliclty or the parables that they suggest much
nore than they expressly teach". Thus rrom the Parable or
Dives and Lazarus, one may gain secondary teachings, such as
Lhe warning, memento morl, which is implied, or one may inrer
that possibly Lhe separation or the good and the wicked in the
next Hie is aDsolute and rinal. Nevertheless it is just at
tnls poinL LhaL we need lo Lake warning: no secondary Lruth can
be absolutely interred thaL is contrary Lo the central lesson
01 the parable, or which is not in harmony with the great truths
concerning Lhe charaCLer 01 G-od LhaL Jesus revealed. We musL
ever keep Lhl3 in mind as, iurther on, we inLerpreL Lhe par-
aoles. To say dogmatically and absolutely that men who are
evil are cul on rorever is lo compromise G-od* s loving and for-
giving charaCLer Loward all who in meekness and peniLence seek
His iorgiveness. The question naturally arises as to how
mucn or Lhe paraDle is signiiicant; Lhis will be Laken up intne
section on Lhe inLerpreLaLion or Lhe parable.
The difference between the Old Testa:n3nt parables
^Br-jce, The Parabolic Teaching of Christ »P» 383

and the parables or Jesus Is the 3ame as the difference there
is between the pupil and his teacner. In the Master's parables
strong utterance is the usual thing. It is such that makes
parabolic speecn natural and enduring. Although some phases
never
or the truth might be painful, Jesus^toned down his message.
At the same time he could be most thoughtfully gentle and kind-
ly in speech. In dealing with men like the Pharisees, however,
bold speech was necessary. It is only natural to expect that
his parables should have the same piercing and outspoken qual-
ity. The Parable of the unforgiving Servant is a strong asser-
tion that men must be forgiving if they woul* expect forgive-
ness from God. Similarly in answering Peter* s question that
preceded the paraDle, Jesu3 took the answer out of the field
of arithmetic. For Jesus wanted to emphasize that such is the
character of 3-od toward them that seek forgiveness.
Characteristic of the parables is the fact that
they may orten stand in sharp contrast to each other.
For example, consider the Parables or the Soils and of Spon-
taneous 1-rowth. The latter is an antidote for the fornL«r'
s
3tern message. The rormer "gives warning that a seed may fail
of fruitfulness because or the stubborness or shallowness of
human earth; whereas (the latter) gives assurance that, despite
thl unreceotive quality of the soil, the 3eed has still strong
hooe or survival". 0 Both express trjths concerning the effect
D3ut trick, Trie Parables of Je3us,p.lb*

of the kingdom or 3-od upon men; both are uttered with that di-
rectness and strength of expression characteristic of Jesus.
In the Parable of the Children At Play, this boldness of Jesus
is brought out, showing how different John and Jesus w?re from
their lu&ewarm age. Neither John nor Jesus pleased the people
perfectly. Their age had substituted form for reality, and,
like children at. play, had set a greater value to the form
than to the real.
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|*t T ie purpose or the parable
What, purpose did Jesus have In telling the par-
ables? Why did he tell these stories, some of which are the
best known stories in the world today? His purpose was cer-
tainly not literary, superb though these stories are as liter-
ature. Mo, very definitely Jesus told these stories, used this
vehicle, with certain very concrete views in mind. A primary
purpose was probably to put into parabolic expression hints,
s i g -estions> or teachings, of great and eternal prinicples with-
out having to derine them with the exactitude of law^so that
not only his o.vn age, but poster ity^ would have them In a form
that would not diminish their reality and value. Now in saying
this I do not subordinate the immediate occasion on which they
were spoken. Hubbard puts the reason in the following words:
"He chose that iorm oi teaching which would be most plain to
the unlearned, most stimulating to the thoughtful, and most at-
tractive to all; that rorm which would convey the truth most
iorcioly and preserve it most securely" Perhaps I have over-
stressed the future value that Je3u3 saw. I think not, however
For it seems to me that as we iollow Jesus' life and teachings,
we see him preparing his disciples definitely for future trials
and laDor. We see him derinitely grounding them in essential
attitudes ror the Kingdom Building that he realized increasing-
ly would have to be done without his physical presence. In his
warning his disciples or the leaven or the Pharisees, and in
^The Teachings or Jesus In Parables, o.xiv
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his woes against them, I feel that he was preparing them with
an eye to the future. Still iurther in the beautiful and ap-
preciative compliment that Jesus paid to the woman who annoint-
ed his head, he reveals that he had a grasp or the future that
none 01 his disciples had, Mt. 26:13* At the same time we shoul
not rail to 3ee that Jesus was speaking rlrst or all to those
about him at that particular time. It is simply that what he
3aid had the ring or eternity in lt^as the centuries have showr
us
.
Part 01 the fundamental reason or Jesus in using the
vehicle 01 parabolic expression was his purpose to put his
teaching more poignantly than he could have done in any other
way. Jesus* teachings by and large transcend the teachings of
his day as well as of the Old Testament times. The teacnings of
the rabbis in parables were moral commonplaces. Jesus' lessons
were ultimate. Part or the greatness of the parables is due tc
the greatness of his truths. Jesus did not teach the ordinary.
Thus I'or example, the point in Matthew's account or the judge-
ment in chapter twenty-live is not that there will be a judge-
ment, but rather that in whatever judgment there is, the guid-
ing principle will be the law or charity.
Consider now Jesus' immediate purpose. Robinson
says that "A carerul scratiny or the narrative settings or the
parables as they apoear in our synoptic records bears out this
idea, that the parables were spoken on definite occasions and
to meet present needs". He does not thin*c that Jesus intended
^The Parables of Jesus. u. 30
d
•• 1
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his parables to be rixed crystalizations. There is some ground
tor hoWy.ll it, true that we do not fully realize at the timejhow
firmly we may be building when we are carrying out some project
Yet I cannot believe that Jesus did not have confidence that
what he was teaching would be of lasting value. His attitude
as I have shown above bears this out. Il also seems borne out
in his refutation of the Pharisees' calumny and his teaching of
the Unpardonable Sin. Here we have one of those instances
where Jesus unconsciously revealed himself.
There seems to be a difference of opinion amongjthe
Synjptists as to Jesus* reason ror speaking in parables. Matt-
hew says that Jesus taught in parables so that the people could
understand: "Therefore speaK I to them in parables; because see
ing they see not, and hearing they hear not, neither do they
understand" , 13: 13. On tne other hand, Marie and Luke say that
Je3us spoke in paraDles in order that the people would not
understand: to his disciples Jesus said, " r Tnto you is given the
mystery of the kingdom of G-od: but unto them that are without,
all things are done in parables: that seeing they may see, and
not perceive; and hearing they may hear, and not understand;
lest haply they should turn again, and it should be forgiven
them",Mk.4: 111. All the Synoptists say that Jesus taught the
people and also that he taught by parable. Both Mark and Matt-
hew say that without a parable spake he nothing unto them ex-
cept "as they were able to hear it",Mk.4:33. We then must
choose whether with regard to Jesus' reason for teaching in
1•
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parable we accept Matthew or Mark and Luke. Without resort to
Matthew' s argument that Jesus spoke in parables to fulfil
Scripture, we can note stronger arguments against Mark's and
Luke's statement that Jesus spoke in order not to be understood:
"(a) He expected to be understood and manifested surprise, per-
haps disapoointed at lis disciples* iailure to understand, Mk.
?lX4;dt2X;4tl3] Li. 19:11; 4 Mt.lb:lb. ( b) His enemies under-
stood, although they were the ones 'who hearing, hear not',Lk.
15:14; Mk. 12:2a; lit. 1^:12; 21: 45. (c) what point could Jesus
have in rejoicing that the poor had the Gospel preached to
them, 11 he so put the Gospel as to blind them? Evidently many
'common people heard him gladly
'
,Mk. 12: 37 and'harlots and pub-
licans were crowding into the kingdom' ,Mt. 21: 23 {"correction:
probaoly verse 33 • ( d ) Many of his parables are so simple, so
direct, of such evident meaning that it does not seem possible
he could have had any other purpose than to make his truth more
accessible, (e) Ir he did not want them to understand, why not
have remained silent and said nothing at all? M^ From the above
considerations, irom the fact also that Jesus had no esoteric
teachings, and from the ract also that to make Jesus speak so
that the people would not understand is contrary to our concep-
tion of the Master and seems contrary to the way Jesus conceiv-
ed or man's relationship to the Father, we conclude that here
Matthew is closer to the mind of Jesus than the other Synop-
tl3ts. Hence at this point we accept him rather than Mark and
Q
rLowstuter, Question List
13

14
Luke
.
We may observe other reasons r^r Jesus 1 using the
paraDle. At the same time, it is pedantic and deadening to
think that Je3u3' reasons xor using parables may be set down in
one-Lwo-three, apple-Die order. The student or the parables
must necessarily either rollow some such mechanical scheme or
else, due to his own lack or ability, divide the reasons into
some semolance or outline. Nevertheless it must be kept in
mind that Jesus' one object was to know the Father* s will and
to bring men to his Father and their Father. He used the par-
ade as an instrument in doing this. Ir we keep this in mind,
we shall see the various reasons ror his using the parable* each
as part or the whole purpose.
Thus then another part or the great reason Jesus
spoke in paraDle was to draw out the right attitudes rrom men,
to lay down the truth In such a way that there could be but one
answer, and to stimulate men to such conviction that it would
result in a verdict that would be carried into action. This
explains part 01 the diiriculty one has in understanding certain
or trie parables: Lhey do require some reflection and thought
51.111 this was not Jesus' usual way. The truths or many or his
paraDles are sell -evident , clear and stimulating to the listen-
er. This Inspiration and stimulation is due not merely to the
clarity or expression, but to the ract that they were truths
that the people had not righLly glimpsed or realized before.
The reacLion lo him who has ears to hear" is the same that the
•i
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multitudes experienced alter the Sermon on the Mount aston-
ishment.. By means 01 the paraDle Jesus sought to bring men to
oonvlcLion in one or two ways: sometimes he explicitly states
a command or gives his position. In the Parable or the Good
Samaritan, Jesus asked the lawyer who he thought proved "neigh-
bor"; and, receiving the expected answer, said, "go, and do
thou likewise" ,Luke 10:57. At the end or the Parable or the
Pharisee and Publican, Jesus said, "This man went down to his
hou3e Justified rather than the other: ror every one that ex-
alteth himself shall be humbled; but he that humbleth himself
shall be exalteth" ,Lk.ld:l4. Again at the end of his parable
of the Two Sons, the question he asked of the chief priests
and elders had but one answer. He built upon their answer and
must have made them ieel very uncomfortable. Ho re often, how-
ever, Jesus* aim to get conviction and action is implied in the
structure of the parable Itself. In the Pearl of G-reat Price-
parable, Je3u3 3ays that his listeners will be repaid for seek-
ing the Kingdom or God just as truly as was the merchant who
sold all in order to obtain the costly pearl. In the Parable
of the Prodigal Son, Je3us describes how the elder brother acts
with the view in mind that the Pharisees who were listening
would understand why he treated the publicans and sinners as he
did; he spoke with the view in mind that they would change
their attitude accordingly. Likewise in the Parable of the
Blade, Ear, and Corn, Jesus wanted his disciples to know that
they were not to think that they alone brought men into the
>
€i
kingdom, but that. God was working in sen's hearts in an order
ly and gradual way. The disciple "knoweth not how", but like
the r?.rmer must accept this as characteristic of the way God
worxs.

|5 The method of interpretation
The next step that we must take in order to apprec-
iate the parable and be prepared to grasp its teachings about
the Kingdom or God is to investigate the method of interpreta-
tion. How much or the parable is signiricant? How is the par-
able to be interpreted? Is the truth or the parable so cam-
ouriaged that we must look ror some solution to it in the teachjf-
lngs or Je3us elsewhere? These are the questions to which we
must now give consideration. We have come some distance at
least from Lhe day when Trench could writi0r1 that wnen our Lord
himselr interpreted the two rirst which he delivered, those or
The Sower and or The Tares, It is more than probable that he
Intended to furnish us with a key for the interpretation or alii
Nevertheless that scholar or th= last century did understand
the theory underlying the parable; but in his actual interpret-
ing he was not consistent. Perhaps it was because he did not
adequately distinguish between parable and allegory. For one
or the primary steps to oe taken in interpreting the oarable is
to determine rirst or all whether the story is a parable or an
allegory. Ii it is a parable
,
then, as Trench and others say,
the task Is to determine the kernel and vital point of the
story, because it is this that actually Is the key to under-
standing the truth of the passage. Look for a moment at the
ParaDle of the Soils, or The Sower as it is more oopularly callf-
ed. This has given interpreters much trouble because of the
10 ibid, p. 3b
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interpret, at ion given it supposedly by Jesus. First of all this
is a parable and not an allegory. Accordingly it should not be
allegorized. Our next step is to look for the central point,
namely: that as the sower discovered different kinds of soil,
so are people dirferent, and you cannot expect them all to make!
the same resoonse to the call to the kingdom. After learning
the central truth, one continues one's interpretation from the
point of view or the main teaching. On this basis we may go on
to say that Just as soils are different and people are differ-
ent, so must we expect to find saints in different fields of
work, and not only in the ministry and certain professions as
some people tnink. Thus some splendid people will be found in
teaching, seme in f?rming. some in very menial posts, and some
in places or power and inrluence. Again, interpreting from the
central theme, we see that we must use different methods of
approach in reaching people if there are these differences.
We cannot give the Gospel to the farmers in the same way that
we give it to the machinist. The aporoach to the man in the
street is not the same as the approach to the scientist. In
any case in interpreting the parables, we must take care not to
conruse issues. The big thing is to rind the great lesson of
the parable, to rind its great comparison. Perhaps this is all
that we shall rind. It is not essential that every detail of
a parable be explained or interpreted. "in any case it is the
embodiment or one central thought to which all details are sub-
ordinate". In other words one's interpretation of a parable
Hubbard,The Teachings of Jesus in Parables
r
p.xvl
.

is not to be expository, Out, topical. It is true that writers
on the oaraoles have unfortunately followed the expository meth-*
od. Such a method is not iollowed Oy an art teacher. Neither
can it be followed properly in dealing with the parable.
Sometimes the introduction and the end of a parable
a i ford hints as to the essential meaning. For example in the
Parable of the Unmerciful Servant ,Mt. la: 23-3b, there is a sug-
gestion in verse twenty-one where we read that Peter asked,
"Lord, how oft shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive
him? until seven times?" At the end of the parable Jesus makes
application: "So shall also my heavenly Father do unto you, if
ye forgive not every one his brother from your hearts" , v. 3b.
To this extent the rules of interpretation grow out of the
nature of the parable and the purpose for which it was spoken.
Also we must remember that those who neard Jesus, of course
Here a part 01 the setting and background and knew his reason
i or speaking the paraDles. To the extent that the value and
the truth 01 the parable is implied and directly made out of
these given situations to that extent the lesson is self-
evident.

20
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#o Limitations or Jesus' ParaDles
In order that we may avoid possible misunder-
standing or Jesus' reaching through parable, we should be acq-
uainted with the problem or the parable's limitations. It is
a question whether the paraDles have any limitations and draw«-
Dac.cs or a serious nature. So lar as Jesus used them for im-
mediate homiletlc value in teaching the people, the writer
reels that they are an instrument par excellence. It is true
that even those who heard Jesus tell the stories did not always
understand their rull Import. The Pharisees heard sometimes
and perceived that the parables were aimed at them, Mt.21:4b,
but the lull implications apparently were not always realized.
Now and then the disciples were perolexed, Ivlt.l6:b, and Mk:.4:
13, but 13 there a teacher whose words are always received
clearly by his students? For us, however, who have these ac-
counts second-hand and do not always Itnow the occasion that
drew the paraole out, there is more difficulty involved. . The
variety 01 interpretations that, scholars have rendered is most
certain evidence that we are to a certain extent limited in
reaching with ease a lull understanding or the parables. If
then the students or the Bible exoerlence a real struggle to
5«t the truths or these masterful stories, how much more eas-
ily may the layman have dlfriculty*.
There have been several possible weaknesses
pointed out by scholars of whom Robinson is one. He has dealt
with the problems more thoroughly and completely than other
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scholars whom I have studied, and he has gone more particular-
IPly into the realm or moral relations as seen in the parables.
He very definitely rinds a moral proolem which must be answer-
ed positively and completely It it is to be answered at all
eirectlvely. This moral problem arises in a number or the par-
aoles 01 Jesus. The iollowing are some examples, ffafl the man
buying the iield with the Hidden treasure doing an ethically
rair thing? :.:t .15: 4^. Is 3-od lite the unscrupulous judge who
gives in only to get rid or the persistent woman, Lk. 16:1-0?
How is one to take the Parable or The Hours,Mt .20: 1-15? Like-
wise in such parables as The Tjnprorltable Servants, Lk. 17: 7-10;
The Importunate Friend , Lie. 11: 5
-8 ; and The Unjust Steward, Lk.
lb: 1-12, Robinson asks what the way out is, for certainly the
end does not Justify the means. On one occasion Jesus Mmself
in speaking in parable gives his own opinion as to the caliber
or the man whom he is using in his parable: "Hear what the un-
righteous Judge salth" ,Lk. lb* :b . As a rule, however, Jesus made
no such qualirications in his parables. Let us look at the
problem more closely. In the Parable of the unjust Steward,
Jesus is not commending the man because of his wickedness but
because or his wisdom. He is not blaming him because or his
foresight and desire to provide for the future. It is simply
that the man* s method of orovidlng ror the future is reorhen-A
slble. To say that Jesus was inculcating a bad principle at
any time in his teachings is to rail utterly to understand him.
12Th- Parables or Jesus ,ch. VIII
.
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Wnile the moral difficulty gives me no trouble when I realize
that what, possible discrepancies in the moral realm are men-
tioned are condoned by neither the Master nor his listeners,
the really big reason the moral difficulty does not bother me
is that the discrepancies are all aside from the one central
truth. The important thing in the parable is this one great
lesson. The rest or the paraDle is incidental. This is the
essential fact that we must keep in mind.
Robinson ieels that we cannot think that Jesus
intended his teachings through parables to have permanent value
oecause 01 his use or the reprehensible, and its probable harm 3
ii kept. I cannot accept this: it is true that the decades
have often mi3sed the heart or the teachings of the Nazarene,
but the centuries show that the essential truths and a balanced
picture may be had. Again what we must keep in mind is the
place and Importance or the central truth. This is what must b3
sought and this alone is essential. What remains is incidental.
As I read the 3-ospels I cannot but realize that Jesus thought
in terms of the years ahead. Furthermore the first part of Je-
sus* narratives is the product or his imagination bound by the
principles of probability. Thus it is that "what vexes one in
actual lire he may gladly enjoy in a picture". 1 ^ We ought also
to oerceive that the strongest way Jesus could illustrate his
truths and lessons was by reference to the behavior of wicked
men, for it was their devotion to their
13 lbld,p.lll
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ends and Interests that he compared to the earnestness and de-
votion that the kingdom demands.
It has been said that Jesus* teachings in par-
aDles have a double sense. That Is, there is one truth for the
people and one for the disciples. Notwithstanding this Talis
oeiore the weight or New Testament scholarship. According to
the 3-ospels any one was welcomsed into the kingdom who would
come, and all truths were to be known by all in time. "Ye shall,
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" ,Johntf:32,
and "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear
them now", John lb: 12. In the ilrst Instance Jesus, speaking
"to those Jews that had believed him", says that they shall
Know all that is to be known to give them a complete life. In
the latter quotation addressed more specifically to his apostles,
as the onlv ones then present, Jesus tells them that they would
be told many other things li they were more ready for them, but
that v/hen the Comforter comes, they will be lead to all truth.
All that Jesus wanted or any one was an attitude of receptivity,
Mark 4:^4 says that Jesus "privately to his own disciples
expounded all things". There is hardly a good reason for think-
ing that this was an instance when Jesus gave his disciples se-
cret teachings. It would be only natural for the disciples to
as£ further questions of Jesus when they were alone together.
Trench thought that the two parables that are explained were
intended as a key to all the parables. Ir so Jesus did an un-
sati3iactory piece of work. The interpretation of the Soils-

In.
parable is Danal and pedantic, and the same might well be
said 01 the Parable 01 The Tares. They are no more than what
many others might have worked out themselves. Lastly Iff Jesus'
teaching had a double sense, it would necessarily require that
he put the particular moral to the end of each parable. On the
contrary, however, this was not done either when spoken or wher
given to the established church.
4Class Notes, Bk. 2, p. 72.
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V
§1 Conclusion 01 Int.roauct.ion
One last consideration to be made before we study-
Jesus* teachings concerning the kingdom or G-od in the individ-
ual paraDles concerns his use or paradox, hyperbole and his
capacity to anticipate. It was not Jesus* purpose to be a lit-
erary purist, nor to be meticulous in his methods, but to drive
home by legitimate yet unusual methods the great facts of the
character or G-od. How long and uselessly have men discussed
what he meant when he said, "For it is easier for a camel to
enter in through a needle* s eye, than ror a rich man to enter
into the kingdom or G-od", Lk.l8:25f How bitterly have men at-
tacked Jesus for his paraDle of The Laborers and The Hours'.
What exaggeration is to be round in the ParaDle of The Two Debt
orsl Any dirriculties or understanding Jesus at these points
dissappear when we see that he was making legitimate use or
paradox and of hyperbole. We can understand the Master more
clearly ir we but realize how mentally alert he was, and how
untrammelled he could reel in moving about among the children
or men.
In thl3 introduction we have quite thoroughly con-
sidered the paraDle, its nature, the method of interpretation,
and the problem or its limitations. We have done this in order
that we may be prepared to grasp the teachings or Jesus on the
kingdom or G-od as round in trie paraDles. Too often men have
railed to understand the Master In the paraDles because they
have not understood the nature or paraDles. They have taken
2b
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Jesus too literally and have charged himwith an attitude and
with teachings utterly contrary to his own spirit a nd to his
conception or the kingdom or 3-od to which he was giving his lif
in whole-hearted devotion. Having come to an understanding of
the parable, having examined the method "by which we seek i'or
his teachings or the kingdom or G-od in the parables, we are
now ready to consider what the parables themselves teach con-
cerning the kingdom or G-od.
Classirication or the parables is always a ped-
antic et'rort, yet it Is done ror trie little value and conven-
ience the re is in it. One sees qrter studyying the kingdom or
3-od in the parables that there are two or three natural divis-
ions of the subject. The rirst is tne general division of the
nature or the kingdom or God. The second natural division that
I have observed is that group or parables dealing with the char-
acteristics and qualities or members ot the kingdom or G-od and
also dealing with the stumbling blocks that keep one from the
kingdom or an alien in tie kingdom. Accordingly, then, I am
dividing this second division into two parts, which will com-
oose Sections 3 and G 01 this thesis.
i

ATHE NATURE OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD
AS FOUND IN THE PARABLES
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Chapter 1
The Parable or Spontaneous ;>rowth,Mk.4: 25-29
The Parable or The Mustard Seed ,"k.4: 30- 32;Mt . 13: 3lf ;Ek. 13: IBf
The Parable of The Leaven, Lit. 13: 33i Lk.l3:20r
In Section A or this thesis, we shall examine cert-
ain or the paraoles thai, give more generally, and specifically
as well as generally, the nature of the kingdom or Ood. Jesus
never dei'ined in so many words what he meant by this phrase he
borrowed from the Inter-testamental Period and from his own
time, and to which he gatie his own content. Nevertheless in
the parables we can learn what the nature of the kingdom is and
what it resembles.
The three paraoles we are considering in this chap]'
ter are am:mg the best in what they teach as to the nature of
the kingdom or 3-od. First of all the three agree in saying
that the kingdom is a dynamic thing. In all three growth is
inherent. In the Parable or Spontaneous Growth, the kingdom is
represented as having within itself the power for spontaneous
growth. This kingdom is not realized without growth over a per-
iod or time. That is, preparation is an essential. In other
words growth is unrorced and cannot be pushed by hasty kingdom
builders. One realizes rrom this parable God* s place in fur-
thering His kingdom. One realizes that men do not work alone
and that the results are not due alone to their efforts. The
patience or the rarmer in awaiting harvest is a patience that
is taught nere.
Again all three parables teach that the kingdom
4
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does start from small beginnings. As the seeds and the bit or
leaven are of apparent insignificance so is the kingdom of G-od
in its beginnings. Nevertheless we should not be deceived by
this modest, way in which the kingdom commences. For while it
does 3tart rrom the small, its possibilities are immeasureable.
The seed in the first parable grows to give an abundant harvest^
From the mustard seed grows a tree of strength sufficient to
offer protection to birds. The leaven makes its influence felt
throughout the batch of dough in which it is placed. The char-|
acteristic or growth rrom the paltry to the great is thus an-
other general characteristic or the kingdom or 3-od taught in
these three paraDles.
There are al3o other characteristics or the kingdom
that these three parables give, but these are not common to all]
three paraDles. In one case the kingdom is reoresented as a
vislole thing; in anotner as an invisible power. For example,
In the Parable of the Mustard Seed, the seed though tiny is the
liie origin of the tree, and this tree, the kingdom, is a vis-
ible support and protection to the birds. In a secondary sense
it might be said that like the grown mustard tree the kingdom
becomes a static material thing. On the other hand in the Par-
aole or The Leaven, the leaven acts in the dough invisibly yet
ever dynami^ antil it has leavened the whole batch. In the
Parable or Tne ;.'ustard Seed the iingom of jod is a visible
ract; in that or The Leaven, the kingdom is a hidden force, at
ilrst negligible but doing its work Just as effectively and

making ror just as oositive changes for good as the mustard
seed does In Its maturity. Both the Parable or The Leaven
and the ParaOle or The Mustard Seed show clearly the kingdom
as an expansive growth moving along orderly lines. In all
three|parables the kingdom or 3-od is reflected in an optimistic
light. Tney are oaraoles or cheer and reveal the kingdom as
a movement that I'its In with lire in the rinest sense of the
word.
t
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Chapter 2
The Paraole or Trie Tares, lit. 13: 24-30
The Paraole or The Dragnet, Mt. 13:4-7-50
In these two companion pieces we may learn further
elements or the kingdom or God. In the Parable or The Tares
we find Jesus "inculcating the cultivation or a certain spirit
the soirit or wise patience; a soirit to be cherished by-
all men in all spheres". 1 The central truth of this parable is
that one is not to make himselr judge in any ultimate sense
over his rellow men. To do so would be contrary to the spirit
oi the kingdom oi Grod. Judgment will rollow in due time when
the good will not surrer. This is the attitude the farmer take
when he rinds that darnel seed has been sown in his wheat
rlelds. He hlaiseli has planted good seed. Now it is discover-
ed that a poisonous weed is also growing along with the wheat.
The impulse or the ivnn-hand is to root up this pernicious weed
out the rarmer knows the danger In doing this. He knows how
easy It would be to root up the wheat by mistake, because the
two look identical In the early stages of growth. Such hasty
action is unnecessary ror, oy waiting oatiently, the farmer
will have the opportunity or harvesting his wheat safely and of
disposing of the darnel at the same time. There are some in
the kingdom or 3-od who would root out at once members who
they tink are or the evil one. This parable teaches that in
Jesu3' conception or the kingdom or 3-od such hasty action need
not be carried out. This idea is reeniorced in the Parable of
•4
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The Drageet. In the kingdom of God may he found a mixture of
good and had. At some time there will he a hauling ashore of
the net, and a separation of the two elements, good and had,
will follow. Between the two parables there is hut this differ'
ence: in the Parable or the Dragnet, the had cannot be separ-
ated from the good until the end; in the Parable of The Tares,
it is prudent not to root up the darael until the day of har-
vest. TThat do we learn rrom these parables that throws light
on the nature or the kingdom? It is that the kingdom may have
within its fold evil elements that have sifted in either by
accident or through malicious intention on somedne's part. In
any case, however, there must be patience and forbearance for
two reasons: first, because to act otherwise might bring injury
at oresent
to the innocent; second, because alter all it is impossiole^in
the very nature or the case to remove the evil elements, so
Xih%% there should be no oremature attemots to do so.

Chapter 3
The ParaDle or The Treasure, 1ft. 13:44
The Parable or The Merchant,, lit. 13:4b
r
The primary teaching or .these two splendid par
aDles Is the worth or the kingdom or G-od. Their approach only to
teacning this dirrers. In the rirst parable the kingdom is
like a treasure that is hidden. A man stumbling upon it in
some way rinds it an: realizes its value. It is because or his
Joy at rinding the treasure that he is ready to sell all in or-
der to obtain it. He thinks nothing or the price that he pays
i or it. In this parable the gaining of the great treasure is
clearly an accidental rind; not so in the second parable. In
the latter the merchant is seeking goodly pearls. He rinds one
he never knew existed and immediately he wants to possess it.
He too is ready to sell all he has in order to buy and possess
this valuable pearl. As the treasure and the pearl are worth
all a man has, so is the possession or the kingdom worth all a
man has in order for him to own it. The kingdom is worth all
tnat a man has. It is not always sought. Sometimes it is a
gilt, but when a man stunbles across it, he wants then to get
it .This is a characteristic or the kingdom. It can be found
accidentally and by people who are not especially looking for
it. In either case or accidentally stumbling uoon it or of
rinding it while seeking it, the rinder gives his attention
straightway to obtaining it. Possession becomes the summum bo-
num, the goal.
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The two parables also reveal an aspect different
from what we observed in the Parables or The Leaven and of
Spontaneous Growth. In the Parable or The Treasure and of The
Merchant the Kingdom is seen as something static. It is not
the dynamic rorce we saw it to be in The Parable or The Leaven.
Nevertheless we see that these apparently contradictory element j
all go to make up the kingdom or God. The kingdom is both
dynamic and static; visible and invisible; a girt and an achieve-
ment taese and other elements we shall discover to be char-
acteristic 01 the kingdom or G-od as we continue our studies.
•i
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Chapter 4
Tha Children or The 3rldechamber,Lk.b : 33-35 ;Mt . 9 : 14f ;Mk. 2: 16-20
The New Patch and The Old G-arment ,Lk. b : 3b ; Mt.9:lb; Nk.2:21
The New Wine and The Old Wineskins, Lk.b:37f; Mt.9:17; Mk.2:22
The Prererence For Old ^ine, Lk.b:39
Treasures New and 01 5 t Mt.l3:blr.
Strictly speaking the rirst rour parables in this
chapter do not deal specifically with the kingdom or God. They
are parables Jesus spoke in defending himselr and his position.
Nevertheless these paraoles, together with the Parahle of Trea-
sures JXew and Old, rind an appropriate place in this thesis as
we consider the phase or rei'usal that men would make to the
kingdom' s claims and the contempt that they would show toward
the kingdom, as indicated in the attitude they did take toward
Jesus himseli. Nor alter all Jesus was the kingdom of G-od be-
ing lived completely in the sense that he did live and practise
very definitely that which he came to give men. These parables
have in them an element or conilict, the conflict that results
when the old and the new meet in apparent or in real contra-
diction. ' The iocus of conilict in these rirst rour parables is
in Jesus and his teachings. His is the new in conflict with
tne old. Let us l?ok at these parables to see wherein they re-
flect Jesus' attitude about the kingdom.
The Parable oi The Children or The Bridechamber tell
U3 only indirectly about the kingdom or GrOdfcf which Jesus was so
much a part. Tne people were taking it ror granted that Jesus'
disciples should rast as oiten as John's disciples and other
orthodox religious people were doing. Jesus was not demanding
35
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or expecting such fasting. In this parable he compare^ his owr
group to a group at a marriage at which he himself was the bride-
groom. This joyful group, this happy band or disciples or Jesus,
were simply living in such a spirit because to Jesus that was
the way members 01 the kingdom do live. Now why should there
be conilict over this? The conilict was due simply to the peo-
or or
ole*s misunderstanding Jesus and that ror which he stood. Just
as they misunderstood him, so did they rail to realize what
kind or kingdom he was telling them about. This is what we
rind in this parable and the others in this chapter. The atti-
tude Jesus took toward religion, the attitude he wanted to make
characteristic 01 the kingdom 01 God, was that religion is nor-
mal, healthy living in harmony with G-od and one's rellow men,
and not a kind or lire that is symbolized by constant 1" sting.
This attitude oi Jesu3 was not mere sentiment, ror he closes
the parable with a suggestion which would be more clearly under-
groom would be taken away; then would tlie time be appropriate
for fasting.
and The New 7/ine and The Old Wineskins follow immediately the
parable with which we have just been dealing. They enforce in
further parabolic form what Jesus has been saying. Jesus em-
ploys two common household facts: the use of old cloth for
patching and the use of only new skins for new wine. He points
out that one never sew3 new cloth to an old garment or puts new
st0od later on, namely: that the days would
The Parables of Tne New Patch and The Old Garment
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wine into old skins. Like with like, the l*it with the fit,
Lhe consistency that one observes in life he shows to be neces-
sary also when considering his teachings in their relation to
the accepted traditional teaching. It is as unsound to use his
teaching to patch the traditional teaching as it is to use new
cloth in patching an old garment. Like the new wine in the new
skins his new teachings must rind expression in new forms. He
has Just rinished comparing his group to a group at a marriage.
3uch a hapoy^joyrul crowd were very much out of place among the
staid dull representatives of the traditional views of religion
These two groups could not possioly be brought together without
something out 01 the way happening. Jesus is not condemning
the old. He is merely pointing out that Incongruous elements
must be kept separate.
The parable germ of The Preference For Old Wine
that now follows only in Luke 5 » 39 comes seemingly only as an
after thought. Until now Jesus has supported the view that the
De
new must not^u3ed as patching material or put into old skins.
His message has a right to its own expression and a place of iti
own. His new teaching or the kingdom must not be made subser-
vient to the old. Notwithstanding in this parable I find him
adding a word in appreciation of the old. As I see the situ-
ation ani the background, it seems as though Jesus were utter-
ing a warning a note such as we find him sounding at the
end of his answer to Peter* s question, "What then shall we
have?" lit. 19: 27. Jesus closes with the ominous words, "But
j many ahfti i laflt that are first; that are last".
»
1

On this occasion Jesus had told his disclpleg what they who fol-
lowed aim would receive; out perhaps he saw the need of adding
the thought that he did, namely that some who think they have
followed him have not and will find' themselves last in the king
dom, whereas others will rind themselves first. Now without too
insistent a use or analogy, might it not be said that in this
paraole germ Jesus is expressing a certain truth apparently
contradictory to the thoughts or the previous parables that
tnere is an element in the old and seasoned which is more pal-
atable than the new? Might it not be said rather paradoxically
that the G-ood News or the kingdom must go through a kind of
aging berore men will accept it? This is what I believe Jesus
is saying In this verse.
This teaching concerning the process of acclimati-
zation that Jesus suggests the kingdom must go through before
men will reel perrectly at ease In it I rind supported to a
certain extent in the Parable of The Treasures New and Old, in
which there is a beautiful consideration expressed of the way
In which a man comes into the kingdom. Jesus says that a man
comes into the kingdom or Heaven with both the old and the new.
The old lire or sin he has cast away or has moved toward over-
coming it: there can be no moral dualism; but with the new
there is and can be an appreciation for the old treasures. This
parable might appropriately follow the Parable or The Prefer-
ence For Old Wine. The old is good, bat the new is not to be
away,
thrown, ior some day it will be the good, and the old will have
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disappeared. Thus In this chapter we have found parables that
again seem to rel'lect cont rjtictory or paradoxical elements or
what the kingdom or 3-od is like. Nevertheless the kingdom is
to
like each or these facets that we have round. It is not be
-ixed with or subordinated to the old teaching, yet it is not
always round palatable to all. However, it will become so after
it has gone through a process that has aged and mellowed it.
Within it at the same time are members who have brought a bit
or the old along with the new. Strange as these things may
seem, still these things fllo happen even as Paul realized when
he said, "Ii any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away; behold all things are become new", 2 Cor
p:17.

Chapter 5
The Laborers In The Vineyard, 20:1-16
This splendid kingdom parable has unfortunately been
misunderstood by many who have wrongly seen In it a defence of
the capitalistic system, because they have not understood the
nature of a oarable. What is the teaching concerning the king-
dom of G-od as we iind it in this parable? It is necessary in
this case to know the background thoroughly. Jesus had said
how hard it was for a rich man to enter the kingdom of G-od. In
wonder and with impulsive curiosity, Peter asked Jesus what his
rriend3 and he would get out or having given up all to follow
.ilm. Jesus told Peter what they would receive, but he ended
with those words we have already mentioned: "But many shall be
last that are rirst ; and first that are last", L:t.l9:30. Then
the next word opens the parable and connect? it with what has
gone beiore For . "For the kingdom of heaven is like a man
that was a householder". Jesus had told Peter what he would
receive, yet it is now necessary that he give a warning because
or the bargaining streak which Jesus relt peter had shown. So
spoke Jesus, "You shall be enthroned ir your sacrifice is a
sacriiice and not a calculation". Now comes the parable. What
do we iind it saying*? We read or men hired at dirrerent hours
in the day all receiving the same pay at the end of the working)
day. ir we think or this as an economic treatise, we shall
miss the point. It is not that. Jesus is talking to me about
the kingdom or G-od, and in errect he is saying that in this
-^Buttrlck^.lbO
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kingdom there is a dirrerent standard I'rom that round in indus-
try and in human relations. G-od has a dirrerent standard or
making payment. What Jesus is desiring to bring out is that it
is sometimes paradoxically true that a man renders in a week
as much as some do in rirty years. G-od's reward is not like
man's. The reward or love is not a matter or bookkeeping. Al-~
truism does not reward as scales do.
This parable teaches clearly that in the kingdom
or God men are rewarded diirerently; the kingdom is not a king-
dom 01 complete equality; nevertheless this does not mean to
compromise God* s character. It is rather that God sees deeper
and rewards the children or His kingdom on a dirrerent basis
irom the :vay men measure themselves. The kingdom or G-od is
Doth girt and achievement; Out here lit Is not achieved by the
mere process or putting in tims *s it were. Neither are re-
wards made in a purely arbitrary manner. G-od* s standards in
dealing with men in His kingdom are simply His own. We may not
comprehend them always yet they suggest a deeper insight and
finer discrimination than we laborers are able to realize.
2Cla3S Notes, 3k. 2, p. 74

3OF THE CITIZENS OF THE KING-DOI/I OF GOD
A3 SS^N IN THE PARABLES

Chapter 6
The Parable of The Uncompleted Tower, Lk. 14: 2p-30
The Parable of The King's Rash Warfare, Lk. 14: 31-33
In tnis section the parables that we shall consider
reveal tne characteristics of the citizens of the kingdom of
3-od. The two parables in this chapter do not explicitly deal
with the kingdom except as we have the kingdom shown in Je-sus
and those who follow him. There is implicit in Jesus' teach-
ing the idea tnat those wno follow him are of the kingdom and
compose the kingdom about which he is preaching. Hence we may
say that. In these parables tiere is the reflection of the cost
of discipleship In the kingdom of 3-od, because Jesus is putting
up to the multitudes what it means to rollow him. For loyalty
to Jesus means loyalty to the kingdom, and where we find this
loyalty, tne re we find the kingdom being lived. These parables
teach very definitely that following Jesus requires clear
thought and deliberation of the cost, just as one would do be-
fore beginning to build a tower, and just as a king with a smsl
army would consider whether he could defeat a king whose army
twice as large as his. For Jesus' kingdom demands one* s whole
undivided loyalty. Who cannot say that he is ready to give his
all to Jesus is not ready for the kingdom. As a man building
a tower has first considered whetner he can completely finish
it, so must he who would be a candidate for Jesus' kingdom con-
template whether ne can go the second mile, drink the cup pour-
ed for him, bear tne cross that may be his, or, harder yet, be
nailed to one in some way or other. These conditions may be
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one* 3 lot in the kingdom. Accordingly the disciple must be
ready to fulfil these conditions ir they "become a part of what
is expected of him. Such thought and reflection he who is a
candidate ror the kingdom under Jesus must give it* he is not
to act foolishly.
4
Chapter 7
The Parable 01 The Chier Seats, Lk. 14lJ-ll
The Parable or The Pharisee and The Publican, Lk. 16: 9-14-
Humility is a characteristic that has a large and
very rundamental place within the kingdom of God. The parables
or The Chier Seats and The Pharisee and The Publican come clos-
est to giving us this characteristic although these parables
were spoken to meet specific situations not explicitly on the
kingdom. These parables were both spoken to iluustrate an atti-
tude that Jesus observed in men, namely, self-assertion. This
attitude he contrasted with a characteristic that is just opposf-
lte to this worldly manner, and which is typical or the citi-
zens or the kingdom. There is this dirrerence between The Chiejt'
Seat3-parable and most parables: "that it tells us not how men
do act in the naLural sphere, but how according to the dictates
or prudence they should act"."*" Yet Jesus* purpose in this par-
able is not to lay down clever advice on how one may more dram-
atically attain his ends. He knows well enough that the world
generally takes a man at his own estimate. The ooint that Jes\4
makes is by implication that there is a society the kingdom
or God, where humility is the good; where pride and ambition
have no place; and where true worth is given its proper recog-
nition. To sach a society doesjjesus belong. It isjto this
kingdom that he is introducing his followers.
The Parable of The Pharisee and The Publican,
"Bruce, p. 310
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which Is a comoanion piece In a certain way to the Parable or
The Chief Seats, makes a similar point. It was spoken "unto
certain who trusted in themselves that they were righteous",
Luke Id: 9' Jesus does not explicitly say that this is a lesson
on the kingdom. Nevertheless I ieel that in the contrast set
up In the oaraDle there is given an attitude that is found
characteristic or the citizens or the kingdom or G-od. In this
paraDle or the two xen In the Temole, Jesus points out what G-od
thinks or the two types or men, not what they think that God
thinks or them. Or the two, the publican was the one who stood
Hearer the aporoval or God. Both desired 'God's good will, but
their attitude and way or seeking it were poles apart. In the
kingdom or God the citizen is like the man who takes an incon-
spicuous seat; in this kingdom the citizen prays like the pub-
lican who stood alar on. Nevertheless in this kingdom the man
or worth and humility does not remain In the low seat, ror in
the kingdom or God real worth is recognized according to G-od r s
standards
.

Chapter 3
The Paraole of The 'jnmercliul Servant, Mt. lb: 21-35
This parable deals explicitly with the quality and
characteristic or forgiveness in the kingdom of God. It was
told in answer to Peter* s question, "Lord, how oft shall ray
Drother sin against me, and I iorgive him? until seven times?",
'..'t . 13 : 21. Jesus* answer took the question out of the realm of
arithmetic. There is no limit in rorgiving a penitent person.
Then having said this Jesus illustrated with the story of the
merciless servant. This servant owed a sum of money which was
also out or the realm or rigures practically speaking. The man
could never have paid such a debt. The exacting king, moved
with compassion, became a iorgiving creditor. Still this grac-
ious gesture was lo3t on the servant, ror as soon as he met a
debtor 01 his own, he seized him and cast him into prison when
the man was unable to pay. ?/hen the king heard this, he treat-
ed the unmerciful servant as that man nad treated his debtor.
"So shall also my heavenly Father do unto you, lr ye rorglve
not every one his brother from your hearts".
There is also the element or judgment in this par-
able. Falling to iorgive our fellow men, we come ander the
penalty or being reiused forgiveness by God, or exclusion rrom
his kingdom. At the 3ame time Judgment here, as seen also in
other parades, is not rendered arbitrarily on God* s part. Actf-
ually we rendsr our own Judgment by the attitude that we take
toward the kingdom or God as Je3us has revealed it to us. It

Is ror us to say whether we accept its conditions and qualifi-
cations. Doing so .ve rind we are in and or it and may expect
rox-giveness If we continue to manliest this characteristic of
the Kingdom. When we do not want to be in the kingdom, as is
evidenced by our refusal to be rorgiving in nature, we actually
render Judgment against ourselves so lar as being made a member
or the kingdom or G-od is concerned. The debt or a hundred shilf
lings in the parable amounted to almost nothing; the debt of
ten thousand talents was a debt that could never have been paid.
The iing freely cancelled the debt and forgave the man outright
In the 3ame way do all or us In the kingdom stand toward G-od:
tne debt to Him we can never pay, yet we have but to ask in His
name and it will be rorgiven outright. In the same way should
we behave times without number toward our fellow men who owe us
a paltry sum and who seek ror extension or time. If we would
act in the spirit characteristic of members of the kingdom of
G-od, v.e saall ever have tne spirit of forgiveness to cultivate
toward our fellow men. Such is the teaching of this parable
concerning the kingdom of G-od.
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cSTUMBLING BLOCKS TO THE KINGDOM OF G-OD
or
THE ELEMENT OF JUDGMENT
AS SEEN IN THE PARABLES
1
Chapter 9
Tne Parable or The Two Sons, Mt. 21: 23-32.
In this section we are dealing with a phase of the
kingdom similar to that considered in the second section, ex-
cept that here we are dealing with the characteristics that
keep men rrom the kingdom and with the marks of aliens in the
kingdom of God. It Is the element of judgment that is being
generally considered, although the characteristic of judgment
as seen in the kingdom or God is not the same as we find it in
the world.
The ParaDle of The Two Sons was spoken against the
chier oriests and the elders in one or Jesus* conflicts with
them during Passion Week. Jesus told it to illustrate why the
publicans and the harlots were going into the kingdom of G-od
ahead of the religiouslleaders themselves. In effect Jesus said
that outcast, degraded people of society were entering the king-
dom 01 God ahead or trie so-called orthodox religiously because
or their change or attitude in obedience to God. The Pharisee^
and their neighbors were rendering lip service only. They werej
not obeying the weightier matters or God* s law. This vice of
insincerity and of hypocrisy so foreign to kingdom member-
ship which Jesus points out in the parable follows very apt-
ly the situation in which the hypocrisy of the Pharisees is
seen. They had refused to answer Jesus' question concerning
John's baptism. It was more convenient for them to remain si-
lent. These vices were utterly unnatural to Jesus. They
-are
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not characteristics ol* the kingdom. Like the second son, the
Piarisees wished to have credit i*or a willingness to do their
work without actually laying their hands to the task. The first
son round a welcome in the kingdom. He was closer to the king-
dom because his repentance and attitrude or meekness was strong-
er than the impetuous attitude he had shown toward his father
when the latter had asked him to work. Judgment in this par-
able was really imposed by the sons themselves. In the king-
dom or G-od one is not arbitrarily forbidden admittance by a
gate-keeper. It is the attitude that one takes toward it that
determines whether one is within it or not.
We cannot say that either or the two sons, or
the two groups, was acting entirely in the right way or in the
wrong way. We cannot defend the reiusal or the rirst son to
work. We can not commend the other for refusing to work after
work
saying he *ould. Still we commend the former for his change of
mind. The latter stands condemned by himself for not doing the
will or his lather. The essential ooint is the way the two ult-
imately acted, not what they said. This is what we may learn
in this parable concerning the Kingdom or G-od and whether we
shall rind ourselves barred rrom it. It is not that G-od will
judge a man unworthy to enter the kingdom . We ourselves by
our Insincerity, hardness or heart, hypocrisy are our own
Judges, and to continue to have such deep-seated traits is to
debar us rrom the kingdom. On the other hand, having an atti-
tude or penitence, being sorry ror our hastiness and doing

what, we can to correct, our refusals to do our father's will, we
shall find a way into the kingdom of God.

Chapter 10
The Gruel Vine-ares sers ,Mt. 21 : 33-41 ;Mk. 12 : 1-9 ;Lk. 20 : 9-16
The Rejected Cornerstone, Mt. 21:42-45, Mk. 12:101"; Lk.20:17f.
Tnile these two parables tell us why the kingdom is
ta^en iron the leaders or Israel, they are expressly parables
that canter aoout Jesus himself. Because the religious leaders
have not listened to the prophets and to Jesus, they have ex-
cluded themselves irom the kingdom of God. Judgment comes upon
them, as Jesus says in the second parable, "Therefore say I unto
you, the kingdom or God shall be taken away rrom you, and shall
be given to a nation bringing rorth the rruits thereof", Mt.
21:43. In both parables Jesus stands as representing the king-
dom oi 3-od. The attitude men take toward him is the same atti-
tude they take toward the kingdom of God. Let us look at the
Parable or The Wicked Husbandmen and see what specific teaching
we can gain concerning the kingdom.
Quite plainly it seams that in this parable the or-
chard test is the test by which a man stands or falls in relat-
ion to the kingdom. In the parable those to whom the vineyard
had been entrusted have ab ised the privileges and have not ren-
dered their just dues unto their lord. Therefore the vineyard
must be turned over to more worthy stewards. Similarly, then,
we may say that in the kingdom or G-od men hold their places by
virtue oi their bringing rorth rraits worthy of their task. If
they do not they must expect to lose their places. Falthfulnes^
to one' s stewardship and unselfishness of service are qualities
essential In any kingdom that is to endure. 7/hen men show un-
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iaithfulnes s , selfishness, and abuse or their position, they
will not long continue to hold their orrlces, but must forfeit
them to others "bringing forth the fruits thereof".
Immediately iollowing the Parable of the Wicked
Husbandmen comes the Parable or Tne Rejected Stone, which can
not be seaarated rrom what has just been said. Jesus makes the
application that is inherent in the answer or the listeners,
(v. 41) . Quoting rrom Psalm 113:221, Jesus makes the applica-
tion that as Israel has railed to live up to the opportunity
given her, she will lose her place and it will pass to another.
Israel has lost her place in rejecting Jesus and what he stood
ior the kingdom or God. The rejection or Jesus has but
shown Israel's rejection. Jesus has applied the passage to him-
sell, it is true, but in the sense that he and the truth and
the kingdom 01 God are on.*. So shall it be that he who opposes
the truth and the coming of the kingdom of God shall be severe-
ly injared in some way or form or otner; but he whom the truth
runs into shall be completely destroyed. This is true not be-
cause Jesus said it but simply because Jesus was expressing a
universal fact: that one cannot live contrary to physical, morsl,
and spiritual laws and survive In the long run. Those who can
not live as true members of t ie kingdom will lose the right of
trie leadership they have been holding. Such are the teachings
of these parables on the kingdom of G-od.

Chapter 11
The Parable of The Slighted Marriage Feast,
or The G-reat Supper, !.:t .22: 1-14; Lk. 14: lb-24.
This kingdom parable has two versions, that found in
Matthew and the second round in Luke. The two versions have
the same theme in essence, hut were spoken to meet different
circumstances. We shall consider this to be the case, consider)-
ing, however, the contribution each makes to our study of the
kingdom or 3-od. Let us look at Matthew's version first. This
version is one of the parables that Jesus uttered in his con-
ilict with the religious leaders, those who have been supposed-
ly in the kingdom as it was understood before Jesus came. How-
ever, this invitation to the kingdom has lost its appeal, and
those who have been invited make light of it. On the other
hand the invitation does appeal to the people in the street.
These people as they are invited and sought crowd into the king)
dom. The kingdom of heaven is a place of welcome to this lattejp
group. They accept the invitation joyfully, unsophisticated as
they are. Not all do so nevertheless. Many there are who are
called but not chosen because they have considered themselves
above it. There is also the Individual, like the improperly
dressed man at the wedding-, who tninks the kingdom has no
standards and who finds himself rejected in the same vigorous
way as was the uninvited guest. Very plainly can it be seen
that if the religious leaders are cast out as unworthy of the
kingdom because of their refusal to change their attitude and
repent of their sins, the same judgment will fall on others who
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thirut that there are no conditions of entrance into the kingdom
of God. In the rirst two sections we studied the nature of the
kingdom of God and the characteristics of its members. In this
section we see why people rind themselves refused admittance or
classed as aliens in the kingdom or G-od. In every parable that
we study in this section we shall see that the kingdom is denied
men not because they are not desired but because either they
are not ready to meet the requirements of the kingdom, or else
do not want to enter it.
This latter fact is clearly seen in the parables we
are studying in this chapter. The version as rendered in Luke
brings out explicitly that many do not want the kingdom. This
answer Jesus made to the sentimental olous reflection of the
dinner guest who said, "Blessed is he that shall eat bread in
the kingdom or G-od", Lk.l4:lb. Jesus responded with this clear
cutting version or the parable. People will act as though they
wanted to De known as good, as religious, as orthodox members
or the church or synagogue. They will make suriicient pretense
to give people this surrace view, yet actually they do not want
to be members or the kingdom or God. They prefer the life they
are living to the kingdom which is likened unto a marriage f
least.
••
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Chapter. 12
The Parable or The Ten Virgins, 11**25:1-13
This parable in ,vhich the kingdom of heaven is
likened unto ten virgins was probably spoken during Passion
Week. II" we may accept the background as given in Matthew, Je-
sus is sitting on the Mount or Clives talking to his disciples
about the general theme or the coming or his kingdom. His dis-
ciples, or course, are interested in knowing details as to the
time or the kingdom's coming, but Jesus is Interested primarily
in preparing his rollowers to live in the oresent with a I'ort-
Itude and an endurance of spirit that willjcarry them to the end
or their tasks. Readiness, preparedness at all times this
Is what he is teaching them specifically as candidates for the
kingdom. Jesus does not date the coming of his kingdom. Indeed
In categoric terms he denies all knowledge of this ,I;It . 24: 36
.
What he says in the Parable of The Ten Virgins
about preparedness ror the coming of the kingdom he has been
stressing again and again in conversation with the disciples on
the L!ount. He leads up rrom the illustration of faithful and
unralthrul servants to give the parable we deal with in this
chapter. The narrative it sell", so. dlrricult for us westerners
to understand, is rar from being improbable. It is an Oriental
account of a wedding to which the bridegroom came late. The
lateness or the hour is strange to us, but we must realize that
night in tropical and semi-tropical lands is often the finest
part oi the whole day, especially in the dry season.

To see in this parable only a lesson of a second
coming would be to limit unreasonably the scope of this splendid
story or Jesus. Its original purpose may have been to point out
the need ror preparedness for a Second Advent, but the truth im-
oedded in this goes deeper than that. The big thing is simply
that men and women in Lhe kingdom or G-od need ever be ready for
whatever crisis or test may come to them sometime, ror it is
primarily in crises that one is proved. Until then we are all
apparently alike; but unless we are prepared we shall not all
iare well. Hubbard and Buttrick both use trie quotation, "No mar
has any more religion than he can command in an emergency". ^" The
emergency comes, rinding dome bewildered and lost, others calm
enough to go through the storm essentially unshaKen. We should
be Hie the rive wise virgins. Their preparedness is a char-
acteristic or the kingdom. To be like the roillsh virgins is
to be unrit ior the kingdom. We are excluded not at the arbit-
rary will ~i a judge. We exclude ourselves. What this parable
tells us explicitly about the kingdom of G-od is that all may
expect a crisis that will shake all to the very roots of their
lives, unless they are lift the wise virgins they will not sur-
vive the crisis. Within the kingdom may be round alien members.
The rive roollsh virgins were in; but like the many called, they
were not chosen.
Ibid, pp. 170, £ 2^o, respectively

Chapter 13
The Para Die or The Talents, r.t. 25:14- 30 j Lk. 19:11-27
The ParaDle or The Talents is probably another
version or the ParaDle or The Pounds. Both have the same theme
Just as we round the Parables or The 3-reat Supper and The Sligh
ed Carriage Feast were two versions or one theme. In the case
or The Talents-parable and The Pounds-parable Jesus was teach-
ing the demands or tae kingdom. In Matthew the parable was
apparently delivered during Passion Week as one or those strong
utterances or Jesus in which he was teaching his disciples what
sort oi patience and watchfulness the kingdom demanded. In
Luke he told it "because they supposed that the kingdom of 3-od
was Immediately to appear", 19:11.
The theme in both versions revolves about the un-
ialthrul servant. It is he who nas not done the right thing,
the normal thing. He has not tried at all to make any use of
the talent entnsted to him, not even to putting it to the bank
ers. Such an attitude is not lound In the kingdom. The rirst
servant measured up to his lord* s opinion ol" him. He produced
rive talents in one version, ten in the other, and was accord-
ingly promoted. Likewise the man with two talents showed his
capacity to gain other two talents. He too received due reward
The third man came and in his own eyes as well as in the eyes
or his lord stood condemned. He too received what was due him
rebuke and loss or the little he had. In the kingdom or
G-od every one must produce according to his talent or talents.
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One's poverty or talents does not excuse him from the use or
whatever little he has. This is the great fact that is brought
out. The one most lively to rail to use his talents is the
small man. Oi him, and he represents the great majority of
us, the kingdom, requires proportionately as much as of the more
talented memoers.
Loss of the one talent and pound is the penalty
I'or failure to use it. This is another phase true in life as
Jesus points out. In the parable the lord arbitrarily took
the talent away from the man; but this is simply to illustrate
the truth that as the lord did so does life to one. What is
not used must be given up. The kingdom demands for the orice
of ruture usefulness the present use of whatever talents are
entrusted to us. Furthermore, there will be plenty of time for
one to use his talent for there is no immediate coming, of the
kingdom in its rinality and completion. Such are the teachings
in these parables on the kingdom or God.
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Chapter 14
The Paraole or The Last Judgment, Lit. 2b : 31-46
This paraole follows immediately arter the Parable
ol* The Talents, as though it were a ritting ending to the par-
ables that Jesus has been delivering to his dijiples on the
:.:ount or Qllves. Strictly speaking it could be maintained from
one point or view that this story is not a parable, yet it does
come under that classirication in our consideration or the lit-
erature or the 3-ospels and has a place here in telling us what
the basis or judgment will be in the kingdom.
The great lesson or this parable is not that there
will be a ilnal judgment. This is only the background. The
important thought is what the basis of judgment is, namely, the
law or charity, the response we h-ve made to our needy fellow
men. Tfe shall not be Judged according to the way we have wor-
shiped, or accordingl to how much we lave put into the treasury
or the Temple or Church. Rather we shall be judged according
to the needs we have helped to answer while moving about among
our I'ellow men. This will be the test, and we shall enter the
kingdom or not according to the conduct we have shown toward
our neighbors. From verse 34, "Come, ye blessed of my Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the roundation or the
world", we might gather that there is a iuture element to the
kingdom as well as a present element, as we have seen in the
usual parable. The parables oi this section have more of the
future element , however.
*
Also in this splendid word picture Jesus has made
hlmselr the head, the king. It, however, he is the Messiah in
*
" is .3.1
the kingdom, we know that it tne *tind or Messiah that G-od
would have him be. The emphasis at this point is nevertheless
the I'act thaL Jesus associates hlmselr with the common needy-
people, the least or the brethren. "The attitude that men take
toward these needy people is the same they take toward me",
says Jesus. The test he gives to distinguish goats and sheep
is the orchard test or fruits produced, and or deeds done.
This is the rundamental truth the parable gives us concerning
judgment in the kingdom or G-od.
*
Chapter 15
Summary or Jesus* Teachings or the Kingdom or G-od in the Parables
The first, division of our study or Jesus' Teachings
or the kingdom or God in the parables dealt with tne nature of
the Kingdom of 3-od. The kingdom of 3-od apparently has paradox-
ical aspects, but these simply bear out what we have seen in
our study, namely, that the kingdom is too great a thing to be
conrined within a derinition. The kingdom is dynamic; it is
also static. It is visible and material; it is also invisible
and worses silently, quietly, and unobtrus ively yet effectively
The kingdom is very plainly a growth. At first it appears insig
niiicant. Nevertheless this is not the time to pass opinion
on It, for arter the lapse or time, another situation will be
seen. Then it is or such concrete nature that it is a bulwark
or support to those who are or it. At the same time there may
be within the klndgom indistinguishable alien elements or such
a kind that there must be displayed toward the presence or
these alien objects the qualities of patience and forbearance.
For tne present, taese foreign particles cannot be removed.
What is the price or gaining the kingdom of God?
Again we find a paradox. The kingdom is both a girt and an
achievement, out in either case it is worth all that a man can
pay in order to gain its possession once he has come across it.
This kingdom is of immeasureable worth and value. Finally in
this division of our subject, we round that within the kingdom
are elements old and new, each having a place, yet not being

mixed any more than in the natural realm one puts new wine in-
'zo old skins. The kingdom also has a very different standard
or reward from the standard that prevails among men. God T s
standards are His own, and while we may not comprehend them, it
is not ror us to question them.
In Section B, we studied the characteristics or
the memoers or the kingdom or God. The kingdom demands and
expects or its citizens a whole-hearted and undivided loyalty.
Lacking these qualities one is neither ready nor fit for the
kingdom. Within the kingdom is iound a characteristic that is
not given much or a place among the worldly. This character-
istic is humility. In the kingdom or God humility and the true
worth or an individual are recognized. Furthermore the quality
or unlimited rorgiveness is a virtue that members or the king-
dom practise, ror, while this is also a characteristic or G-od,
the members themselves are in the kingdom as iorgiven men.
In Section C, we dealt with the stumbling blocks
that exclude one rroin the kingdom or God or the element or
judgment in the kingdom as round in the parables. In a number
or the paraoles we saw it plainly brought out that men, not God,
exclude themselves rrom the kingdom by the attitude they take
and the solrlt they show so contrary to the kingdom itself. Ir
the kingdom of God hypocrisy and deceit are utterly foreign
elements. Likewise is uniruit iulness . The kingdom or God
mands or its memoers productiveness if they are to be continued
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as members. Lacking these Stirling qualities, those who think
they may be of the kingdom or G-od will rind themselves outside.
Still another way in which men exclude themselves is by their
unprepc.redness ror the coming or the kingdom, ror the unfore-
seen that will test them to the core. All ought to be prepared
because no one can otherwise rind his way into the kingdom ir
he does not have this qualification. Another paradoxical sit-
uation is seen in the iollowing. The kingdom is such a thing
that it would seem to oe desired and sought by all* Neverthe-
less this is not to be round true. Though the most highly de-
sireaole thing a man wants when once he has caught a glimpse
or it, the i act remains that many do not want it and will not
accept It though a iree Invitation were extended to them to
enter it. Finally we saw that the ' Oasis or judgment at
the end is to De based on the kind or a response we have made
to the needs or our rellow men, the least or Christ's brethren.
5uch are Je3us* teachings 01 the kingdom or G-od in the Parables
••
•
5NERAL SUMMARY
•4
General Summary
Our puroose In this thesis, as we stated at the
very beginning, has been to maKe a study of Jesus* teachings of
the kingdom of God in paraole. This has limited us quite neces-
sarily lo the parables alone. What Jesus said about the kingdom
of God in other places has not come in for consideration in this
thesis. Beiore going directly to a study of the kingdom phase
in parable, we have felt it essential that we should analytical-
ly examine the parable in order that we might not "be misled in
Interpreting what the parables have to say concerning the king-
dom or God. Accordingly we have discussed and examined the par-
able rrom the rollowlng points 01 view: definition, nature, pur-
pose, method of interpretation, and limitations. In defining
parable, we noted its Greek derivation and its Hebrew connectiorj
with proverb. We distinguished between parable and other fig-
ures or speech, such as metaphor, simile, fable, and allegory,
emphasizing the I'act that the parable always has one great point
that it brings out and that this must not be confused or contra-
dicted by lesser elements of truth in the parable. Passing to
a conslderaLlon or the nature of a parable, we showed that the
parable is essentially didactic in rormjand that in trie parables
or Jesus, there are truths taught that have an element or the
eternal in them, unlike the parables common in his time. We em-
phasized the i'act that the parable has one imoortant lesson and
that any lesser values are not to be contused with this one out

standing lesson. The parables as Jesus used them we saw ?/ere
characterized "by a Doldness or expression and a penetration of
thought that was entirely natural to Jesus.
In studying the purpose or the parable as used by
Jesus we saw that cataloging reasons tor Jesus* use of the par-
able is peaantlc, yet necessary in making the study, ror Jesus
himselr was using the parable as a great teaching device and
vehicle ror the promotion or his ideas. First, his purpose
was to meet the immediate occasion yet at the same time to put
into parabolic expression teachings or great and eternal prin-
ciples without having to define them with the exactitude oljlaw
so that not only his own age but posterity would nave them in
a form that would not diminish their reality and value. Second,
he used the parable because he wanted to put his teachings more
poignantly than he could have done in any other way. Third, he
used the parable because it was one way he could teach and be
understood. In the rourth place he used the parable as a de-
vice ror bringing men to a conviction that would result in act-
ion, the carrying out or that conviction.
Then we took up the method of interpretation or the
parables, and their limitations. The method we saw was to de-
termine whether we were dealing with a parable or not. Then II"
so, we were to seek the one central truth. Sometimes the sit-
nation out 01 which the parable was spoken would be given and
would aiiord a hint as to the teaching it contains. In study-
ing the limitations 01 the parables or Jesus, we discovered
••
that triers was a possible moral problem in one's misunderstand-
ing the Master. This was cleared up when we saw that the possibflLe
discrepancies are apart from the one central truth which alone
is important, all else in the paraDle being incidental. This
dirriculty is this eliminated by the proper emphasis on this
one central truth. Having ta^en up these characteristics or
the parable and learned what the paraole is like, we then began
our consideration or the Individual parables to learn what they
teach concerning the kingdom or G-od.
We divided our study or the kingdom or G-od into
three sections ior the convenience that there is in understand-
ing our subject, rather than rrom any idea that the faster him-
self so catalogued his teaching or the kingdom or G-od, for he
did not. In the rirst section we studied what the parables
have to 3 ay concerning the nature 01 the kingdom or G-od. This
section dealt most generally with the various aspects of what
the kingdom or God is like. The parables or Spontaneous Growth
The Mustard Seed and The Leaven teach that the kingdom is a
dynamic thing that grows. It is both visible and material, al-
though the Parable or The Leaven reveals that the kingdom also
acts as an invisible power that permeates silently quietly and
invisibly the object in which it is placed. In the companion
pieces, the Parables or The Tares and The Dragnet, the kingdom
is seen to have within it alien elements as well as true citi-
zens, yet due to the dlil'iculty or weeding out such foreign
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elements there must be patience and rorbearance until the day
comes which reveals clearly the poisonous darnel or the bad
The next paraDles we considered were the Parables
or The Treasure and The Merchant, in which the kingdom is pre-
sented as having a static, distinctly material quality, and
Is worth to one who rinds it all that he has to sell in order
to purchase It. In one case, however, the viewpoint is that thf
kingdom Is a glit a man stumbles upon It by accident. In
the other case it is an achievement the man seeding goodly
pearls iinds the most valuable and wonder rul one or all. Never
cheless both willingly sell all their possessions in order to
to obtain ownership or the object or desire.
In the paraDles or conrlict and misunderstanding
between the old and the new, we saw that like elements are not
to be mixed with unli.ce elements; that each nevertheless has a
place of Its own. The teachings or the Scriptures will have
their own place in the kingdom, but are not to be mixed with
the new wine or Jesus' teaching. Still he who comes into Jesus'
kingdom is one who finds there old and new treasures. Lastly
in the rlrst section we studied the Parable of The Laborers In
The Vineyard, in which we learned that the standards of judgment]
and reward in the kingdom of God are entirely different from
those that prevail among men. Ood sees deeper than man, and
rewards In tne light of this power to see clearly all men and
all relationships.
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In sections B and G, we have dealt with the general
subject or the characteristics of members of the kingdom of G-od,
dividing the subject into two phases, section B dealing with
the marks of the citizens of the kingdom of G-od, and . section
3 dealing with the marks of aliens in the kingdom of G-od or the
element of judgment in the kingdom. From the Parables of The
Uncompleted Tower and The Rash Warfare Oi The King, we learned
that the kingdom demands of its members whole-hearted and un-
divided loyalty to Jesus who stands lor the kingdom. If one
does not have this, one is not ready for the kingdom. The Par-
ables oi The Chler Seats and The Pharisee and The Publican
teach that humility Is characteristic of members of the king-
dom or G-od, and that true worth is recognized in this kingdom.
Then coming to the ParaDle or The TTnmercirul Servant, we saw
that the kingdom expects or its citizens the quality of for-
givenesSj ror its citizens are in the kingdom because they them-
selves have been rorgiven ror debts they never could pay. Ii
they are thu3 within the kingdom as rorgiven subjects, they
should exercise the same quality or forgiveness in their rel-
ations with one another.
Section C dealt with the stumbling blocks that
keep men irom the kingdom or else keep them aliens in the king-
dom. Bound up with these aspects we found to be the element
or judgment. With regard to the latter we realized upon study
or the parables that G-od does not arbitrarily exclude men from

the kingdom. God wants all who will come; Out men exolude them"
selves we round by the attitude they take contrary to the
spirit the kingdom or God demands. The Parable or The Two 3ons
Illustrates the fact that, it is what a man does that counts, noi,
what he may say. Hypocrisy and pretence keep one rrom the king-
dom, lor in the kingdom or God it is what a man actually does,
not what he airects, that determines his being or the kingdom
or not. The Parables or The Wicked Husbandmen and The Rejected
Cornerstone center about Jesus we saw, and teach that Israel
loses her place or leadership because she has not accepted the
truth represented in (the prophets and) Jesus. Llie bears out
the truth 01 tnis. Tjnless we are productive or true service,
we rorreit the leadership we may be holding. From the Parable
or The Slighted Marriage Feast or The Great Supper, we learned
that the kingdom 01 God is not always welcomed by men; that its
invitation is orten ignored by many who would be expected ordin-
arily to welcome it, or else treated with indirrerence by some,
li.ce the uninvited guest, who would join it without t'ulrilling
any or its obligations. By their attitude men shut themselves
irom the kingdom and its privileges. In the Parable or The Ten
Virgins we saw Inculcated the need rcr a preparedness to meet
the problems or lire and the testings which are bound to come
to all some time. Some will be round unprepared like the rive
foolish virgins. Some will be round ready ror whatever storms
blow about them. While we noted the well-known lesson or the
Parable 01 The Talents, we round the emphasis is placed around
••
the man with the one talent. He is Just as responsible 1'or
using his one talent or pound as is the man with several. Fail
ure to use whatever we have merits the adverse judgment or the
Lord. In the last paraDle with which we dealt, that or The
Last Judgment, we saw that the basis or judgment is measured
Dy the response we have made to the needs oi' the least of our
Drethren. 3uch are the teachings oi Jesus concerning the king-
dom or G-od in pqraDle. Mark records or Jesus' teaching the
peoole that "without a paraDle spake he nothing unto them ",4:34]
This was an emphatic way oi emphasizing the way Jesus taught.
The remarkaDle part, oi this in connection with our thesis is
the great extent to wnicn we rind how the parables or Jesus
emoody the teaching or the Master on the kingdom or G-od. With-
out these inasterrul paraDles the' teachings or Jesus on the
kingdom oi God as well as on God Himself would for us be immea-
sureaoly impoverished. As it is, however, the parables have
given us an insight into the kingdom or God that we might not
otherwise have received had we had to depend upon the teachings
oi Jesas elsewhere.
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